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Evaluation of Videotaped and Live TheatreTh atre Auditions

C. W. rd

Theatre audition_ 24 high school seniors were evaluated under
two conditions. Four judges ranked the live auditions, while five
evaluated videotapes of the same performance. Correlations between the
two sets of assessments indicated considerable agreement across methods
of evaluation, though they were not equivalent to one another. Videotapes

could he useful as a screening device, serving to limit the number of
individuals to be seen in live audition in an adjudication program.
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Ev,i1untion of Videotaped and Live Theatre Auditions

lr, the 1,-)S0 Soholars in the Arts nrorAm, almost =OJ hich school

and totters ol rec,,mmendiltion were used to

sei.Tii:inalLts; the semifinalists were then seen in auditiou

wore r,,,,,,mended to the Presidenti ' Scholars Commission

iroeduro 4ives rise to two concernsono of lualitv and one

ild._4os showed excellent agreement with one another in their

u:ttion,4 of the Auditions; thus, there is little reason to question

choices among those who reached semi f Inal 1st

However, there is no way to know whether excellent candidates

wore misse,l in the first stage of selection, owing to an inability to

i'rent their qualifications effectively on paper. And, in fact, within

itroup there was no relation between the final ranking

the auditions and the preliminary ranking of candidates based on

Lit Loris the written materials, therefore, do not appear to provide

vyni: cc his is tor predicting actual. performance In addition, live

p:altions ,ire expensive, If the program grows !,; expected in future

yoirs, travel costs associated with bringing any subst-atial percentage

toAc-iiir for audit Las wL.H. overwhelm anticipated

La-in tag

Both these concerns might be met in part by the use of videotaped

auditions as part of the application procedure. iThatever their flaws,

videotapes could provide information about performing ability that cannot

11
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1-ientiv similar to evaluations based on live Sud ti it

, ited

ion 1 e hite still ._

c<ind id a.tes w

rely the nu:111,er

77e as:=,urince

excluded from ti.e ilS7-30S1R70

Be_` init l.lt in 4 tile

,atiop that they

describes a pr__imin examinati

assessments b: ised on live

same ,rmance.

"Ls ovaln tion

the relit

and ti en the

Method

The 2A `scholars in the Arts a uditions constitute the pe nce

evaluated. Each student was given four minutes in which to present two

selections, unrestricted except that no more than one selection could

be an original work. Props were limited and elaborate costuming was

discouraged. The auditions were videotaped in black and white.

A single camera used, fixed at an intermediate distance so as to

give a hole-bodv view.

Five adjudicators agreed view the videotapes; their names and

affiliations are given in Attachment r1. They were told that the purpose

the evaluation to determine whether ...we can make effective use

of secondary media as a screening deviceto select a very small number

of applicantsperhaps 2-3 of the total grou - for the live auditions

from which the award winners will be selected." They were given a roster

listing the performers along with the names of their selections, and a

second roster on which students were to be ranked ' ...from 1, most outstanding



in Ac,'omplishent and promise, least outstanding." No further

Jefitn ,,)If the selection criteria was offered, and no direct ins were

t yes should h viewed. Tapes were mailed to the

on their own or rented playback ecuipment

Kosults

:hre,. ,.).=es ,:omplied fuliv with the ranking instructions. The t-,.:c

to oroun the candidates, one urine four eateries,

lu-,i the .thor, five. Lied ranks wore Assigned in these latter two cases,

Ju,', -:.freliti,-ns amon all the sets ,f rnnkings were obtained. These

, shown in the upper portion of TabJe 1, ran-'o fro

. to .3=4 wit:h A median value of .IP. The reliability of an ,-,sessment

bv averaging across five iudges is .73 (coefficient alpha).

-,'hu,, ',..lc rlioie is only moderate azreement among independent assessments

vidc,,tapos, A score derived by averaging over the entire set of

Hd,4es is sofficiontiv reliable to merit consideration.

Flie evaluations of the live auditions are shown in the middle

por;:in ot Fable t. Correlations for the four live judges are based on

their independent rankings of the candidates prior to discussion and

J--;i2,nment f findl audition rinks. The correlations range from 46 to

with a median of .63; the reliabilitv of a score obtained bv averaging

fiver udges is .88. Thus the judges who viewed the live performance agreed

with no another somewhat more strongly than did those who worked from

vide,:,t.ws. There is, however, no basis for concluding that evaluations

,f live performance are inherently more reliable than those of videotapes-

there is no way, with e present data, to distinguish effects due to

videotaping from possible differences among the judges, or to take account



f the opperteniries th.e Itee ter:orrlance hA,.= LO

discuss the candiddtes thoir application 7Aterial.

'7zelations heteen tho 1-wO ,
tin shon in

vortion ot the tdhle. :he .:orrelatioh-_-= calico from Lo .6-,

1lge, the oullhatiens or

eileotaped Inree iJ.C1

:ho same ,104ree they ,:ree ,Encmg the. fe.21'-ics

tntAl ehe r-et vieoFinn e%%iluatious anA

ono for tive evalhatihn -n- ;, over all rilevant InIiiients. !hese

Fn sets of --eres onou:h te indicate censideralisio

agreement ;r-s-- m.nth-.! ey.ilaati0n theugh not e high as to indieate

that those method--; are er;uivAlent to one ano ler. The estimated true

.4care corrlatton between :he two at of rankirws is .70.

The e so7a: su,:gosticii in the cfrrcial_ienQ that of the AssoF:Q-

ments based on videotapes ditter trom the remaininii three in their

relation to the live tidgiiient.,-;. Faaliiars 1': judges VI and V!, corrolate

substantially with the indttments or live auditiors (median I's of .53 and

57), iile rank 1c by the remainitut three videotape judil.ies have lower

relations to thosio lumonts (meaans of .30, 1.'6 and .70). Factor analy-

sts confirms thi difference. Princinal axes factor analysis suggests two

correlated factors in the ludments Cr = .18). All the judgments of live

auditions along with those by -judge VI define one factor, while those by

judges V2, Vi and V5 define a second factor. Evaluations bv judge V4 have

their principal loading on the second factor along with a secondary loading

on the



Another wav to look at the relations betwoen the two sets ci %.al

is t. ex1ine differences in rankings received ti: individual candidates

cne kinl af ealuation to the other. (111,- set Pf rankings

in:11,,ling those fl' individual judges as well as the two total scores,

-,.en in .\ttJcament K. irst, consider the tive individudis who

e nom.=aJted to neooiiie award winners. Listed in of,h,:-

r initial tive audition rinks (I, 17-

in the vi_ieof ,I,0,-4s7.:.,71f

and h), these individual

lee t i2 pe ormance had been used to make a final selection of

inees, none ot those who were actual l'-' nominated would have been

the award winners, On the other hand, it videotape lid been

selet semifinalists for audition, it would have been noces-

lndition Lire only li ot the 2 to view all but one or those who

,entuallv ieceived nominations (and, in fact, these 10 would have

in.lu;!ed al hut one of the top eight as judged from live auditions).

Hi it is, a hilr reduction in the number of individuals auditioned would

,ye rcit,d in substantial iv the same group as those who received

Pr were close to dotn g so, but with the loss of one individual

w:s e,:ontually placed in the top five.

it is r.,tow-orth%- that there was one very large discrepancy in the

!_wo secr4 at rankings involving an individual who was near the hot to of

the rinks it the live judging (a rank of 21) but who was placed first in

tire videotape judging. Four of the five videotape assessors agreed that

thi.=4 individual was the most accomplished of those seen (or, for judges

who griped candidates, was one of those in the highest-rated hroup).

Including this case, there were five instances of substantial discrepancies
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in the two total rankings e101 MO re L

Two involved individuals evaluated AS more accempl ishod

than in the live judgments, while three involved the rover e.

A number of possible sources of ditterence between the sets

evaluations c n be hypothesized. tine possibility is a

V ideetape judges nay have been forced to dicoun t dIttor

L 1,4 one

and projection beeauso of 1initotion s imposed bv th rcl ltivc

Ind quality the tapes. The writer'

those who were given sup rank ings

speculation i that

Ldeotape than in

juogings were generally those who displayed a high level of energy

motion and whose mo,-ments shored poise and fluidity. Perhaps the

two possibilities are related, in that the lack of good information

concerning some aspects of performance would force greater reliance

on those aspects which are clearly conveyed on the tapes. There is

insuffi evidence available to test these hypotheses. Comments

by the videotape judges suggested only that those whose videotaped

performance received better evaluations than their live performance

were perceived as particularly fresh, imaginative, innovative; while

those whose live auditions received better evaluations were seen as more

conventional in characterization or in choice of selection.

Several of the judges, in addition to comments on individual

students, offered reactions to the conditions under which performance

was videotaped or to the use of videotape in general. Their comments

are summarized in Attachment C.



Discussion

this study has shoii that evJloatious based on vidootaped audit, ns

aro related, but not identical, to ovAinatins of the live auditions

rro the t.ipee4 are otained. In rho presenr sample, the use of

1 15 ions j0out nominations fur awards would have

1 1:-. groui- of uo:-i:lees -.-ro7. :hose ictzil I;

on Lie ,,ther hand, videotapes used As A screening device would

reduction in those invited to eive live auditiong with

of irldiNidual who was eventually determined to be among

or nc. the five most accomplished.

:n ,:,,nsidering the magnitude of the relation observed 'between the

of value s. several factors mitigating against good agreement

IA. borne 5n mind. First, the comparison of methods of yalaiation

was carried out on A select group, involving between six and seven

.rcent of the program applicants If the use of applications and

to us to choose semifinalists had any validity at all, this

crc was more omogeneous in its range of talent than was the pool of

1-r,lLint a from %,bich it was dravn; we would expect stronger relations

Ltwea the two sets of asSessments if they were applied to the larger,

are ,_Hver--;e populAtion

nd, the quality of the videotapes employed may have affected

the results= The videotaping had been carried out under restrictive

c.)naltions so as not to interfere with the live judging of the auditions;

in articular, only one microphone, fixed some distance from the stage,

Wis permitted. The sound track on the tapes was poor, and several judges

thought the lighting could have been improved, it is; likely that better

tapes would be produced if they were seen as an important part of the



evaluation rather
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Al as an adjunct to it. Better tapes could well

make the task of evaluation - mote' reliable, and might affect the basis

on which evaluations are made-for example, by allowing greater weight

to be given to a student's vocal qualities.

Finally, the assessment of videotapes was carried out by judges

who had no opportunity to work together to achieve agreement. on their

bases and standards for evaluation: In contrast, those who judged the

live performance had spent many hours working together to select a group

of semifinalists. It is likely that a similar opportunity to influence

one another's thinking would result in greater agreement among those

evaluating videotaped performance, and this in turn would permit the

emergence of a stronger relation to judgments of the live auditions.

This study was a preliminary effort. It would be desirable to

repeat it with a number of refinements. For example: (1) An entire'

applicant pool, rather than those preselected on some basis, should be.

sampled; this would allow an assessment of the relations between-live

and videotape evaluation across a broader range,of talent. (2) The same

judges should be involved in both methods of assessment. A design could

be developed in which each judge viewed half of a group live and half on

videotape; it would then be possible to determine relation's between

methods while "holding constant" any differences among judges. (3) Judges

should be asked to provide systematic evaluations of a number of aspects

of a candidate's performance as well as an overall evaluation. We could

then seek to discover whether there are partidular dimensions of accomplish-
\-'

merit which are differentially weighted depending on the medium in which

evaluation is conducted.
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Despite the limitations of this effort, its results point clearly

to the usefulness of videotapes as a screening device. Experience with

candidate-produced videotapes and more systematic study along the lines

suggested above will be needed, however, before we can be certain as to

just how severe a selection is desirable at the screening stage and

just how closely videotape and live assessments can be brought into

agreement with one another.
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Table 1

Correlations Among Rankings by Individual Judges

Correlations Among Rankings of Videotaped Auditions

V1

V2

V3

V4

V2

.38

V3

.21

.59

V4

.42

.34

.38

V5

.18

.32

.23

.51

Correlations Among Rankings of Live Auditions

Li

L2

L3

L2

.77

L3

.60

.46

L4

.80

.67

.60

Correlations Between Videotaped and Live Audition Rankings

V1 V2 V3 V4 V5

Ll .65 .35 .18 .3 .18

L2 .67 .30 .28 .60 .:29

L3 .40 .13 .23 .22 -.17

'L4 .40 .30 .33 .64 .22

Note: With 24 cases a correlation of .51 is significant at
the 1% level of oonfidence, while one of .41 is significant at the

5% level.



Attachment A

Videotape Adjudicators

Earle R. Gister, Associate Dean
Yale School of Drama/
Yale Repertory Theatre

Professor Arthur Starch, Chairman
Department of Drama
Syracuse University

Professor Miriam Tulin
Department of Drama
Hofstra University

Henry A. Wicke, Jr., Chairman
Department of Theatre
Director, Division of the Arts
The Packer Collegiate Institute

George Wojtasik, Managing Director
Equity Library Theatre
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Attachment B

Rankings by Individual Judges and Pooled Over Judges

Pooled

Live Auditions

Ll L2 L3 L4 Pooled

Videotaped Auditions

V1 V2 V3 V4 V5

1 1 4 5 1 9 7 11 10 9.5 12.5

2 3 2 3 4 6 4 8 19 4 5.5

3 5 1 6 3 8 2 16 6 9.5 12.5

1 5 10 8 #5 11 14.5 12.5

2 9 4 6 2 10 12 3 4 2

6 8 5 2 7 16 14 18 8 9.5 19.5

7 10 3 15 9 3 9 1 5 4 12.5

8 9- 10
.4

10 10 4 5 4 2 14.5 12.5

6 13 11 11 12 13 6 21, 9.5 12.5

10 11 6 17 12 15 11 19 22 4 12.5

!I 13 20 _ 12 16 7 7 4 5.5

12. 15 12 16 8 17.5, 18 23 12 4 12.5

13, 7 11 21 13 11 1 9 15 14.5 19.5

16 18 9 14 24 15 21 23 21 23

13 20 7 14 20 7 6 10. 9 I4.5- 2

16 18 17 8 19 21 23 :-- 17 14 21 23

17.5 12 15 %23 16 19 19' 14 20 21 5.5

17.5 , 19 19 13 15 17.5 22 3 4 21 19.5

19 17 21. 7 23 13 3 13 13 14.5 19.5

20 14 14 22 22 14 '12 15 18 14.5 5.5

21 21 16 24 17 1 17 2 1 4 2

22 24 23 18 18 23 20 24 24 21 12.5

23 23 22 20 21 20 24 22 17 21 12.5

22 24 19 24 22 21 20 16 21. 23
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Attachment C

Comments by Judges (Selected and Edited)

On the Use of Videotapes

VI: The good performers still, jumped out, and the poor performers also
were obvious. The middle students could have been a tossup for
nianv reasons--fatigue, the video, the lengthy viewing, etc.
sense is that video might'prcive to be a i_Able option to live

audition if good results are obtained in this evaluation.

V2: I did not likeeusing the tape. I felt distanced from the event
and from the candidates. This did not.helpme to be objective, it
kept me from relying on subjective responses I have learned-to
trust and use. The TV medium is too cool; it removes the synergistic
potential of live theatre.. Only in the case of the most dynamic
performer was his actual presence felt on the screen. That would
be fine if one were judging professionals, but not for novices:
who have low development of skills.

On These Tapes

VI: The audio range.was limited when an actor moved out of center-stage-
There was an interfering hum when the cperator raisecithe voluMe
to try to record low voices. The stag floor ws a druffii. hurting' :111

one student who hurled-him4elf, aboutj..

The harsh white light prevented,clearfacisl definition, washing
out faces. There was little or no light on the apron of the stage,
so that faces were in darkness when an actor was kneeling.

V2: The quality of the sound was quite poor. For example, one student's'
physical work was quite,free and he used most of the stage, but the
stage noise created by the movement made the words inaudible at
times.

The camera moved only across the stage but never at anything closer
than a medium shot. Therefore, the features of the candidates were
not sharp. I actually could not determine what an actor was experi-
encihg, except through an aural evaluation.

V3: If the quality of the audio portion of the tape could be improved,
it would facilitate the adjudication. -

V4: This series of auditions has many flaws. It may seem that a single
long-shot setting approximates the view of the judges as they sit
facing the stage Actually, I found the "technical-tedium" of this
frame and the poor sound a very real handicap. It is possible to
do a much More acceptable job by learning how and when to use a zoom
lens--so that even one camera can give some variety. The TV coverage
must be much better--indeed, can be so within a few hours of training.
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Attachment C continued

V5: I believe the process could be improved if after we see a full

length shot of the auditioner introducing himself the camera
could move in much tighter to a "bust" shot--so that the viewer
would be able to see the expressiveness of th12 auditioner's face.

The quality of the lighting is poor and the sound could be
improved.

ents: Method of lla

V3: I first Viewed the tapes straight through to get an idea of the

level of talent and for a first subjective opinion. Then I

developed a :series of criteria upon which to make a judgment.
These criteria, all given equal importance, were: A- Selection

of Choice (appropriateness and variety); B- Stage Presence
(posture, movement, execution); C- Projection (diction, clarity);

D- Control (delivery, energy, pace, attack). Each of the two

selections of each -candidate was graded individually and then

totaled up for a preliminary score. In case of very close scores

a third viewing was done and the selection process was made by my

on subjective impression.

Other Comments: Choice of Material

V4: The choice of audition material was, on the whole, quite good.

However, adaptation of scenes for solo presentation was sometimes

very clumsy and it would be advisable to inform teachers and
coaches to give better editing advice in this area. Physical

appearance was kept suitably simple--I felt that only one student

was actually hindered by costuming.


